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"A new Bombardment on Khan Al-Sheih Causes 

Casualties While European Network Demands Russia to 

Stop Targeting the Camp" 

 

 
 

 

 The death of the Palestinian refugee, who was shot by a sniper in Yarmouk. 

 A sit- in in front of United Nation's office in Vienna and Athens calling to 
stop targeting the camp. 

 A number of Yarmouk students went to the nomination exams for high 
school certificate. 
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Victims 

The Palestinian refugee " Mohammed Saeed Shara'n" was shot by a 

sniper in Haifa St. in Yarmouk.  While the contact areas between ISIS and 

Jabhet Fatah Al-Sham witness a lot of snipping operations inside the 

camp. 

 

The number of Palestinian victims who were snipped has reached (298) 

victims. In the meantime, ISIS still Imposes a blockade on Al-Rejah and 

its surroundings, Ain Ghazal and Haifa St. in Yarmouk after closing the 

only barrier that joined the area of "Jabhat Fateh al-Sham". In addition, 

it prevents the citizens getting in or out the camp. Moreover, delivering 

foodstuffs was also forbidden except for rare conditions. Unluckily, 

Syrian regime still imposing its siege over several areas and the camp for 

(1214) consecutive days. Power was cut for more than (1275) days in 

addition to water cut for (765) days respectively. 
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Recent Updates 

AGPS reporter in khan Al-Sheih confirmed that aircrafts shelled 

civilians' houses at early morning causing at least one injured child and 

widespread destruction. 

He also added that this bombardment comes amid terrible healthy and 

living conditions that Khan Al- Sheih's people suffer from. In addition to 

the heavy shelling on the camp and closing all the connecting roads 

between the camp and the capital which lead to the lack of most of 

medical and food supplies in the camp. 

 

In a related context, European Network for Palestinians of Syria 

addressed Russian embassy in Holland, United Nations office in Holland 

and the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Dutch Parliament. The Network 

condemned and denied targeting the camp by international prohibited 

weapons like cluster bombs, which is considered as dangerous escalation 

against Palestinian camps in Syria. 
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It also demanded immediate cessation of all kinds of airstrikes and 

artilleries which caused dozens of victims including women and children 

and an extensive destruction in the camp infrastructure.  

It called all parties of the conflict to 

neutralize the camp maintaining the 

Palestinian existence in Syria, lift the siege, 

provide the camp with its necessities to 

survive, stop all kinds of military 

operations, provide the camp with medical 

and food aids to the trapped people and to 

release Palestinian detainees in regime 

prisons.  

It addressed the UN to protect Palestinian refugees in Syrian, provide 

them with urgent aids and to find a solution for Detainees' case. 

It's worth mentioning that the Network had called in a previous statement 

the Palestinian, Arab and Islamic communities in Holland to participate 

in the solidarity electronic campaign with Khan Al- sheih "Don't let the 

camp down". 

In Vienna, dozens of Palestinian refugees have organized a solidarity sit-

in with Khan Al- Sheih in front of UN office calling to stop shelling the 

camp. 

Protestors demanded all the international and Palestinian institutions to 

mediate in order to stop targeting the camp and lift the siege. They also 

held the responsibility of protecting civilians and children for 

international institutions. 
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Dozens of trapped Palestinian Syrians in Athens have organized a 

solidarity sit-in with Khan Al- Sheih. They have denied the heavy shelling 

on the camp in the last weeks which killed a large number of civilians. 

They also called to open safe paths to provide the camp with needed aids. 

 

In the meantime, a number of students in Yarmouk went to the nomination 

exams for high school certificate for the year 2016-2017. They went to 

"Said al-Ass" and "Palestine" Institutes in Damascus despite the fierce 

clashes between ISIS and Al- Nusra Front. 

 

 It's worth noting that the struggle in Syria still affects negatively on 

Palestinian refugees' education. It limits a lot of education opportunities 
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for children and youngmen. Fearing of death or arrest are the main 

obstacles that prevented high school students' from pursuing their 

education. 

 

Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics until 14/10/2016 

 (15500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan. 

 (42,500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon. 

 (6000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015. 

 (8000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey. 

 (1000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza. 

 More than (79,000) Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till mid-2016. 

 Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regime's Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for (1214) consecutive days. Power cut 

continued for more than (1275) days. water was cut for (765) days 

respectively. The number of siege victims is (188). 

 Sabina Camp:  Regime's Army is still forbidding the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for (1067) days 

respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about 

(1259) days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Daraa Camp: - It is now almost (917) days without water and 

almost 70% of its buildings were totally destroyed. 
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 Jarmana, AL Sayeda -Zeinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hama: A relatively quiet situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


